Measurement of pressure-time product during spontaneous assisted breathing by rapid interrupter technique.
Measuring the work of breathing of patients undergoing spontaneous assisted ventilation can be useful to monitor and titrate ventilatory support. The aim of this study was to obtain measurements of the pressure generated by the respiratory muscles (PMUSC) and the derived pressure-time product (PTP; a good indicator of the metabolic work of breathing), performing the rapid interrupter technique with a commercial ventilator. A Draeger Evita 4 ventilator (Draeger Medical, Lubeck, Germany) was controlled by a personal computer to rapidly interrupt the airway flow at different times and volumes of the respiratory cycle during pressure-support ventilation. From the airway pressure tracing after the occlusion, the authors estimated the alveolar pressure and PMUSC; the integration of PMUSC values over the inspiratory time yields the measurement of PTP. Esophageal pressure measurements were used as a reference. After a bench study of the valves' performance, the authors performed 11 measurement sequences in eight patients. The closure times for the inspiratory and expiratory valves were 74 +/- 10 and 61 +/- 13 ms, respectively. The interrupter technique provided a reliable estimate of PMUSC (PMUSC, occl = 1.00 . PMUSC, pes + 0.19; r = 0.88; 95% confidence interval for agreement, +5.49/-5.32 cm H2O). PTPoccl tightly correlated with PTPpes (PTPoccl = 0.95 . PTPpes + 0.13; r = 0.96; 95% confidence interval, 1.94/-1.61 cm H2O . s). The rapid interrupter technique can be performed by means of a commercial ventilator, providing reliable measurement of PMUSC and PTP.